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Uses of GNSS to Fulfill Statutory Roles

in USGS Hazards Mission Area

• USGS has the delegated federal responsibility to provide 

notifications and warnings for earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, 

and landslides.

• USGS seismic networks support NOAA’s tsunami warnings. 

• USGS streamgages and storm surge monitors support NOAA’s 

flood and severe weather (including hurricane) warnings.

• USGS geomagnetic observatories support NOAA and AFWA 

geomagnetic storm forecasts.

• USGS geospatial information supports response operations for 

wildfire and many other disasters.



GPS is used to provide precise 

positions of airborne sensors so 

that highly accurate base 

geospatial data products

such as high resolution terrain 

(elevation) data and 

orthorectified imagery can be 

produced efficiently.

Highly accurate terrain elevation data is 

replacing older, lower resolution data

Example of high resolution orthorectified 

imagery acquired in 

Partnership between USGS and other 

Fed, state, and local Govt agencies
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Accurate LiDAR mapping is highly relevant to 

several data layers of The National Map
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Aerial Images from GSI, Japan

M9 Tohoku – need to re-establish a grid



Aerial Images from GSI, Japan

M9 Tohoku – need to re-establish a grid



GPS enables ultra-high-precision 

geo-ref for fault mapping using 

repeat-pass imagery

-LiDAR

-3D stereo



GPS network measures plate 
tectonic motions to an 
accuracy of better than
1 mm/yr

We can see whether the 
motion is ‘slow and steady,’
or perhaps more interestingly 
it may sometimes accelerate 
or decelerate



During 2011

Japan earthquake:

Initial GPS results

from GSI showed

2.6 meters shift;

later results gave

maximum GPS

offset of 4.034 m

(that’s 13 feet)

Data were openly

available and

other groups

quickly confirmed

these results and

made movies of

the displacements

to help visualize

the information

Since 1990, US advised Japan on

construction of continuously-

operating GPS stations (like ones

we built in Southern California).

They built a network of over

1000 GPS stations called GEONET.

Post-seismic:

re-adjustments

will go on for

years, GPS is

the best way

to examine it



GNSS from GSI, Japan; M9 Tohoku



GNSS uses for volcano monitoring

• Key component of volcano monitoring for 
flank movements and lava dome growth 

• Integral part of US National Volcano Early 
Warning System plan for monitoring build-out

• Over 300 continuous GPS units are currently 
in use by USGS volcano observatories 
(nearly all of these are telemetered precise 
dual-frequency stations; many are Plate 
Boundary Observatory stations operated by 
UNAVCO with NSF funding)



USGS uses precise GPS for eruption monitoring of Kilauea,

Mount Saint Helens and other volcanoes (Alaska, Long Valley, Yellowstone)

Flank motions

Dome growth

Motions of

volcanoes’

flanks can

indicate the

arrival of

new magma;

GPS is used

to monitor

changes in 

activity. 



GNSS for hazards management

• GNSS is an essential enabling technology for the mapping and 
precise monitoring needed to accomplish science missions in 
support of hazard warnings and other societal needs.

• In the aftermath of a significant disaster event, re-mapping and 
establishing a grid and geo-referenced incident data is essential in 
support of immediate response (e.g., Urban Search & Rescue) as 
well as for long-term recovery (e.g., organizing debris removal).


